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thank you for this translation, i look forward to trying it. i just signed up for
the arabic and i wanted to ask what the difference is between the two. the
website has a lot of arabic lessons but none for the quran. does that mean
that the lessons are for the quran or are there lessons with both the quran

and the lessons? i am delighted to have your post sister. we are very glad to
have helped. please do also take a look at the post again. inshaallah you

will find the download link there. please do also check out our sister site at
to find quran with english translation. there are many resources on that site

for revert brothers and sisters as well. please do visit us there. inshaallah
you will find what you need. may allah reward you with the best. i am a
beginner myself. please do take a look at the post again, there is a link

there. the other thing you can do is to please visit our sister-site at to find
the quran with english translation. the download may be a little easier to

find. asalamualaikum, brother, i am looking for a direct link to the audio of
the quran in arabic without the english translation (transliterated). i am

willing to pay for the subscription. please let me know if you can help me.
can you please help me with a direct link to the audio of the quran in arabic
without the translation (transliterated, that is)? i would like to download the
audio in mp3 format. please let me know if you can help me. i would like to
know if you can help me with a direct link to the audio of the quran in arabic
without the translation (transliterated). i would like to download the audio in

mp3 format. please let me know if you can help me.
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brother mohammad, i was wondering if it was okay to use your arabic quran
audio with my youtube videos. i would like to use it as my background

music for my videos. if it is okay i would really appreciate it. the idea of the
videos would be to teach the quran and to the people that might like to

learn arabic. if you want to use it as background music, i suggest you use
our free free translation of the quran. we have made it free of charge and

we hope it is of use to you. it is a great project. we hope it will help in
spreading the knowledge of the quran. thank you for the information. i have
a project in which i need to record the arabic version of the quran. i have a

friend who is willing to help me with the audio translation. if you don't mind,
i will send you the audio file in word format? is this all right? thank you

again. wassalam and praise be to allah, then you have shown us the way of
the quran, we are glad to hear the sound of the quran from our brothers and

sisters in muslimah, we are glad to have such a wonderful tool to listen to
the quran, it is very helpful to study the quran in muslimah and through the
sound of the quran, our understanding is so deep, and the quran is with us
even when we are not in muslimah, in the absence of the quran. al-qur'an.
alhamdulillah, i do hope you find it useful. i always download quran in mp3
format so that it doesn't take up too much space. you might like to have a
look at our sister site where you'll find lots of free and open-source audio

versions of the quran, which are also available for free download.
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